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Summary
Human motion capturing has become an important tool in fields
such as sports sciences, biometrics, and particularly in computer
animation, where large collections of motion material are
accumulated in the production process. Efficient storage,
retrieval and transmission methods are needed to fully exploit
motion databases for reuse and for the synthesis of motions. In
this paper, a compression method for 3D Human motion data is
proposed. We represent and compress the motion data using the
clustering method and primary component analysis. The
compressed data is adapted to network transmission with shorter
time in order to maximize the use of network bandwidth and
computational performance of local machines. At the client, we
decompress the motion chips and rebuild corresponding human
motion. Experimental evaluation of the method showed that the
proposed method has high compression rate and is effective.
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1. Introduction
Virtual human is an important component of virtual
environment, and the research of the human animation
based on motion capture data that has a high efficiency
and more realistic is very important in the research field of
computer graphics and widely used in a lot of virtual
human application fields. The investigation of human
motion has drawn a great attention from researches in
computer vision or computer graphics recently. Fruitful
results can be found in many applications such as visual
surveillance [1-2], diagnosis and therapy for rehabilitation
[3-4], athletic training [5-6], person identification [7-8],
animation generation [9-10], user interface [11-12], and so
on. Modern motion capture technology can easily produce
realistic motion data with high precision and fine detail.
Using motion capture data with motion synthesis method,
we can get more new motion sequence that can satisfy the
user’s requirement.
As tools and systems for producing and disseminating
motion data improve significantly, the amount of human
motion data grows rapidly. Therefore, an efficient
approach to compress human motion data is needed.
Three-dimensional capture data is different from
traditional 2D data. For example, the kick sequences
shown in Figure 1 describe a kind of kick motion. Suppose
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that human motion data are composed of a consecutive
sequence of frames as shown in Figure 1. In the sequence,
each frame corresponds to a posture, which is structured
information of human skeletal segments in the 3D space.
These skeletal segments move simultaneously from one
frame to the next forming multiple 3D motion trajectories
as the sequence proceeds. The length of motion sequences
are various depending on applications. In this study, we
confine ourselves to motion data of relatively long
sequence. For example, a twenty minutes Chinese martial
art or aerobic performance has 72000 frames at 60Hz and
each frame contains about twenty feature values associated
to the posture. Therefore, the huge 3D human motion data
is a challenge to current graphics hardware and storage
space. On the other hand, the rapid development of
Internet has made it possible to display digital collections
online. However, the current network bandwidth limitation
is seriously hampering such huge 3D media transmission.
It is not sufficient to solve this problem by relying only on
increased investment in hardware equipment. Therefore,
the main contribution of this study is that we propose
effective and efficient method to resolve the problem of
three-dimensional animation compression for human
motion data. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews related work. Section III presents how
to represent virtual human. Sections IV and V detail
human motion data information extracting and
compression file design method, respectively. Section VI
describes our experimental design and evaluates the
retrieval results. Section VII concludes our study.

Fig.1. a side kick sequence.

2. Related Work
In the following, we investigate the background related to
our work, including human motion capture and 3D data
compression. Since we restrict our attention to the
compressing in human motion storage, we omit some
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related issues such as human motion analysis, retrieval and
reconstruction.
The most common recording technology for motion
capture data uses an array of digital cameras to
three-dimensionally track reflective markers attached to a
live actor’s body. We exemplarily discuss an optical
marker-based technology, which yields very clean and
detailed motion capture data. Here, the actor is equipped
with a set of retro-reflective markers attached to a suit.
These markers are tracked by an array of six to twelve
calibrated high-resolution cameras, see Figure 2. The
tracking data can then be post-processed to obtain a
multi-stream of 3D trajectories corresponding to the joints
of a fixed skeletal kinematics chain as indicated by Fig. 3.
A full set of 3D coordinates describing the joint positions
of a kinematics chain for a fixed point in time is also
referred to as a pose. A motion capture data stream is
thought of as a sequence of poses or frames, typically
sampled at 30–600 Hz.

of parametrically coherent mesh sequences [14]. In papers
[15-17] the rigid portions are compressed and implement
efficient rendering animation. Sattler compressed grid
animation based on primary component analysis clustering
[18]. Park adopts quaternion to represent high-dimensional
data [19]. Wolf extract key frame by motion analysis [20].
Zordan picked up the key frames by defining the similarity
of adjacent frames [21].
In this paper, we propose a new compression method for
3D human motion capture data, which meets the current
data storage and network transmission requirements. First,
the motion information is extracted by clustering analysis.
Secondly, the dimension is reduced by the method of
principal component analysis in each cluster. Finally, the
structure of compressed data is designed to store
compressed information.

Fig.3. Skeletal model labeled with joint name
Fig.2.Optical motion capture system based on retro-reflective markers
attached to the actor’s body.

At present, compression of topology is close to the
theoretical limit, while geometry coding is becoming a hot
topic. Early researches on 3D mesh compression focused
on single-rate compression techniques to save the
bandwidth between the CPU and the graphics card. With
the increasing popularity of networked applications,
progressive compression and transmission of 3D meshes
have been studied intensively. At the beginning, the
connectivity coding drives the geometry coding. However,
since the geometry data occupy most of the storage space
in a model file, the connectivity-centric algorithms restrict
the efficiency of geometry compression. Thus
geometry-centric algorithms have emerged in recent years
such as the kd-tree mesh codec, the octree mesh codec, the
spectral coding geometry codec and wavelet-based mesh
codec.
Recently most research has focused on the compression of
grid data where 3D animation compression and
reconstruction can be achieved according to the continuity
characteristics of the 3D grid topology vertices in the
trajectory of the each frame. In [13], a space-time
compression method of the 3d animations of triangle
meshes with fixed connectivity is described. Guskov and
Andrei describe another method of wavelet compression

3. Virtual Human Motion Representation
The human skeleton can be approximately represented as
an articulated figure, which is a tree-like hierarchy
consisting of a set of joints and bones. Joints and bones
respectively make the inner nodes and edges of the
tree-like hierarchy (Fig. 3). In the hierarchy, each joint has
exactly one parent except for the root. The skeleton is
assumed to have rigid bones, which means bones are
length-fixed straight lines. Note that we only consider the
whole body movement here, and do not consider the minor
movement of fingers, toes and face muscle. So, the
skeleton model in Fig. 3 does not have the detailed
structure of these parts.
It is a quite straightforward way to use the 3D coordinates
of these joints to describe body motions. But this kind of
motion representation will bring us much inconvenience in
later data manipulating work, because it describes the
movement of each joint independently and can not treat
the skeleton as a whole body. So, we use the hierarchical
motion representation method: the movement of a human
body is comprised of translation and rotation. The root can
both translate and rotate. The translation and rotation of
the root respectively change the position and orientation of
the body. All other joints can only rotate around their
parents to change the orientation of corresponding bones.
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The translation and rotation of the root take place in the
world coordinate system, and the rotation of other joints is
relative to their parent. The root has 6 DOFs — 3 DOFs
for translation and 3 DOFs for rotation. Other joints have
1-3 DOF(s) for rotation. For example, wrist has 3 DOFs
and elbow has only 1 DOF. The hierarchical motion
representation implicitly hinges the adjacent bones
together by removing the translation DOFs from all joints
except the root. So, we do not need to maintain explicit
constraints to hold all bones together. The motion data
represented by the hierarchical method typically includes
the hierarchy definition, the sampling data sequences for
the position and orientation of the root and all joints. The
position and orientation of the root and the orientation of
joints make up body pose parameters. A set of values of
body parameters specifies a fixed body pose. A motion
can be represented by a function which describes the
relationship between time and body parameters:
Fi = ( p0 (t ), q0 (t ), q1 (t ), q2 (t )...., qn (t ))
(1)
where p0 (t ) and q0 (t ) represent respectively the position
and the orientation of the root node. Arikan introduces a
kind of motion data representation based on virtual flag
[22]. First, the motion data are divided into N sections
where each section composing by Fr frames data. The
location and orientation of the body center bone are
recoded by mark; Secondly, denote the rigid coordinates
of animation clips' transform as virtual flag (a, b, c), since
human bone is a chain structure and the joint Euler angle
space is not suitable for space compression; Thirdly,
Extract three directions virtual flag by multiplication of
displacement matrix and rotation matrix
T
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k
k
(2)
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and R
respectively represents the
where T
transformation matrix and rotation matrix of the bone ( k ).
Bone in each frame is represented by flag ( [a | b | c] ),
rather than the three rotation angle. We use least squares
approach to fitting 3D Cubic Bezier curve as
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vectors by K-Means. Secondly, the dimension is reduced
by principal component analysis in each cluster. Then the
average vector mc and the fundamental matrix Pc are
computed, where Pc is the eigenvectors of covariance
matrix row vector. Vector X i is re-expressed
xi Pc ( xi − mc ) . Similarly, X i can be computed
as=

xi PcT xi + mc . We can draw conclusions that the
by=
front p rows of Pc represent the principal component.

5. Data Compression File Design
The file structure includes following content. First, the
average vector of each cluster is needed; Secondly, the
matrix of each cluster and the row number; Thirdly, the
index of clip in cluster and new coordinates of each clip;
At last, the first frame's absolute position and orientation.
The compressed file and decompressed as follows: First,
we select animation clips to decompress by the absolute
position and orientation of the first frame; Secondly, we
obtain the clip average vector and get position and
orientation information according to the equation.

6．Experiments
We use the motion capture data from the CMU Graphics
Lab Motion Capture Database (http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu)
as our testing collection to show the effectiveness of the
proposed method. Our method is implemented in Java
using Java 3D SDK. Table I shows the motion data
compression ratio.
Table Ⅰ: motion data compression results and compression ratio

Original
data size
1.67M
4.72M
8.71M
14.18M
23.41M

Compressed
datasize
245K
651K
1.2M
1.78M
2.34M

Compression
ratio
1:7.5
1:7.8
1:8.0
1:8.2
1:12.5

(3)

4. Information Extraction
Since each animation clip is composed of Vector ( X i ).
The entire virtual human animation can be described by
vector space R( X 1 , X 2 , , X n ) . First, we cluster these

7．Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new compression method for
3D human motion capture data, which meets the current
data storage and network transmission requirements. The
main contribution of this study is that we propose effective
and efficient method to resolve the problem of
three-dimensional animation compression for human
motion data.
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